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Learn to communicate in French with this handy, laminated 4-page guide.

About the AuthorLiving Language has been a proven and effective language learning instruction
for over 65 years. Using techniques originally developed for the US State Department, the Living
Language Method follows a four point approach from building a foundation of essential words
and phrases, advancing to full sentences and conversations, practicing with recall exercises
aimed at both short and long term memory and developing practical language skills to equip the
learner in any situation. Living Language is an imprint of Random House LLC, a Penguin
Random House Company.
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Diane, “Excellent refresher!. Minored in French in college, but hadn't been anywhere I could
actually practice it for quite a while. Took a trip to Paris recently and wanted to be able to
converse in French, so I purchased this along with the Grammer and Vocabulary references.This
was very handy and the format made it very easy to find what you're looking for. It has the
basics (Rules to remember, Pronunciation, Greetings, Questions, Negatives) and then
organizes the nouns, verbs and adjectives that relate to differenty types of conversations (Food,
Money, Workplace, Habitat, Health, Entertainment and Travel) and also includes colors,
numbers, seasons, time, days of the week, months of the year, measurements, weather and
directions.One thing that would make it better for people referencing it while travelling, would be
to make it more portable, so you can carry it with you and be able to easily fit it in a purse. It's
current size is 8.5 x 11, same as a sheet of notebook paper.”

Teresa, “He loved it and put it right into his French Binder .... Bought this for my first year High
Schooler who takes French. He loved it and put it right into his French Binder (has 3 ring binder
holes punched into it). Good lamination, thick and you can tell it will stand up through the year or
two of French for an active student. Today was his first day in school, his friends were impressed
and want them for themselves. His French teacher praised him for a smart buy and being
prepared. It also is easy to understand and put together so it's easy on the eyes as well as it
covers the major things needed in french class.”

A. Bullock, “I ordered French Conversation, French Vocabulary and French Verbs .... I ordered
French Conversation, French Vocabulary and French Verbs and found mistakes on all 3. Simple
editing mistakes that even a 1st year student could recognize. For example under greetings it
says, "I don't" and they put the translation into French as "je ne sais pas". Je ne sais pas means
"I don't know". They also have "no one" translated into French as "personne" which should be
"personne ne".All 3 are laminated and ready to be put into a 3-ring binder. They are handy. Just
remember to fact check.”

Horseman, “Tres facile! Great French review guides!. French made easy! Tres facile! These
cards are invaluable for quick overview of the language and for lookup of words and grammar
you need to review. The format is large print, easy to read and well organized. The price is
amazingly low. The product description does not show that they are folded and have multiple
pages, that makes it an even greater value! Highly recommended for high school, college
students, or the "mature learner!"We bought the whole four sets, and at about $5 apiece, you
cannot beat the price!
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Lou, “well laid out and easy to use. well laid out and easy to use. hope to become a bit proficient
before I head back to france. would rather have some of the language mastered instead of
spending my time looking in a book for everything I wanted to say and this and the other help
guides I got are really good.  Really like them all!!!”

M S Mc Cright, “Great gift for someone that wants a quick linguistics refresh. I purchased the
Japanese when I was learning for work then Spanish as a quick refresher for myself. I ended up
buying French for my girlfriend as she wanted to find a way to maintain her french as its helped
make idle time in traffic useful.Pros:Easy to read materialWell organized flowGood quality
laminateCons:None to me”

Bruce, “Handy & helpful.... I found this aid quite helpful as a ready resource for reference to
(almost) all things French as regards a basic level of understanding and usage. It supplemented
my other study materials (Rosetta Stone, an introduction to French paperback text, and so on)
but it is a useful adjunct, chock full of basic but essential information.”

csorensen, “You will owe your perfect grade to this. I have bought this, and all the other French
QuickStudy sets. Trust me, they are incredibly helpful. My professor saw them in my folder and
exclaimed "oh! Those are incredibly helpful! Really good!". If my professor says so, and I'm
saying so...trust us ;)They're organized nicely, with different colors per section to help with the
organization and for quickly finding what you need. they fit nicely into any binder. They're also
laminated with great quality plastic. These things won't get ruined, no matter how hard you may
try.Trust me, they're cheap and incredible quality. You want these.”

Mariama George, “French study guide made easy. This for me, should be carried around not just
when studying the language but also when visiting French speaking countries. So much easier
than having to refer to the text book every time.  Bril !!!  Highly recommend!”

Mrs C Dipple, “Handy reference chart. Handy for learners”

H, “Simple aide memoire. Handy, easy to use aide memoire when (trying to) learn French.”

Olga, “Five Stars. Useful for revision and school exams”

The book by Robert McConnell Productions has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 217 people have
provided feedback.
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